In the name of god

BVMMR Database v2 Release Agreement
The Image Processing and Machine Vision Lab of Shahrood University of Iran has constructed the BVMMR
database v2. This package includes vehicle images of 28 different makes and models and the
developmental kit. All the images are fully annotated. Developmental kit is a customized version of
PASCAL developmental kit. The current database is made available just for research purpose. Any
researcher who requests the BVMMR database v2 must sign this agreement and thereby agree to
obey the restrictions listed in this document. Failure to observe the restrictions will result in
access being denied for the request of the future version of the BVMMR database v2 and being
subject to civil damages in the case of publication of images that have not been approved for
release.
The researcher(s) agrees to the following restrictions on the BVMMR database v2:
1. The BVMMR database v2 is available for non-commercial research purposes only.
2. You agree not to reproduce, duplicate, copy, sell, trade, resell or exploit for any
commercial purposes, any portion of the images and any portion of derived data.
3. You agree not to further copy, publish or distribute any portion of the BVMMR
database v2. Except, for internal use at a single site within the same organization it is
allowed to make copies of the database.
4. The Image Processing and Machine Vision Lab reserves the right to terminate your access to the
database at any time.
5. All submitted papers or any publicly available text using the BVMMR database v2 must
cite the following paper:
Biglari, M., Soleimani, A., Hassanpour, H. “Part-Based Recognition of Vehicle Make and Model”,
IET Image Processing, vol. 11, no. 7, pp. 483–491, 2017
6. The final explanation of this agreement refers to the Image Processing and Machine Vision Lab of
Shahrood University.
Printed Name: ______________________ Signature: _________________ Date: ___________________
Organization: _________________________________________________________________________
Position:
_________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address: ______________________________________________________________________
Email: ___________________________ Tel: _____________________ Fax: ________________________

